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Abstract. Advances in computing resources have enabled the processing of vast amounts of data. How-
ever, identifying trends in such data remains challenging for humans, especially in fields like medicine
and social networks. These challenges make it difficult to process, analyze, and visualize the data. In
this context, graph summarization has emerged as an effective framework aiming to facilitate the iden-
tification of structure and meaning in data. The problem of graph summarization has been studied in
the literature and many approaches for static contexts are proposed to summarize the graph. These
approaches provide a compressed version of the graph that removes many details while retaining its
essential structure. However, they are computationally prohibitive and do not scale to large graphs in
terms of both structure and content. Additionally, there is no framework providing summarization of
mixed sources with the goal of creating a dynamic, syntactic, and semantic data summary. In this pa-
per, our key contribution is focused on modeling data graphs, summarizing data from multiple sources
using a schema-driven approach, and visualizing the graph summary version according to the needs of
each user. We demonstrate this approach through a case study on the use of the E-health domain.

Keywords: Heterogenous data, labeled graph, Graph summarization,operation, structure, content,
versioning

1 Introduction

Graph datasets, such as those found in social networks, astronomy, and bioinformatics, are a common type
of big data application. They consist of large−scale interconnected nodes and edges, which provide a more
natural representation of the data. By querying and analyzing the relationships between these entities, it is
possible to uncover valuable insights into a wide range of phenomena. This type of analysis can lead to pro-
found discoveries and deep understandings of complex systems. However, due to sheer volume, complexity,
and temporal characteristics, building a concise representation (i.e., summary) helps to understand these
datasets as well as to formulate queries in a meaningful way. Graph summarization has emerged as a popular
research topic to data in recent years. Its goal is to simplify the task of identifying the structure and signifi-
cance of data represented in a graph format. A summary of a graph is a brief representation of the original
graph that can be utilized for a variety of purposes. For example, it can reduce the number of bits required to
encode the original graph, or enable more complex database-style operations to summarize graphs with scal-
able resolution that can be adjusted interactively[69]. Graph summarization is a useful technique that offers
several advantages and has a wide range of applications, including interactive and exploratory analysis[24],
approximate query processing [25], visualization [28], data-driven Visual graph query interface construction
[35] and distributed Graph Systems among others. However, current approaches for summarizing graphs in
static contexts, such as modularity-based community detection[32], spectral clustering[62], graph−cut algo-
rithms [21] exist to summarize the graph in terms of its communities, but lack explicit ordering and only
provide groupings without characterizing the subgraphs or offering a clear understanding of the outputs[6].
While these approaches are effective in summarizing the structure of graphs, they do not offer comprehen-
sive characterization of the outputs. The increasing prevalence of dynamic graphs and streams has created
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a need to analyze their evolving properties over time, leading to a renewed interest in developing graph
synopsis construction methods that can accurately summarize their characteristics [67]. However, existing
approaches often lack explicit ordering in groupings, leaving users with limited time and no clear starting
point for understanding their data. Moreover, these approaches are typically designed for static contexts
and lack direct dynamic counterparts. Although some algorithms, such as the one presented in [62], can
operate in dynamic settings, they only focus on identifying static patterns that persist over multiple time
steps. Thus, there is currently no framework available that can provide a comprehensive summary of mixed-
source information while also creating a syntactic and semantic summary of the data. This paper addresses
the challenges associated with generating a comprehensive summary that captures both the structure and
content of mixed-source data, as well as the relationships and interactions with past data. In particular, the
paper focuses on addressing the following challenges:

– Challenge 1: How can we generate a summary that integrates data from multiple sources in various
formats, such as text, video, and images?

– Challenge 2: What methods can be developed to generate user-oriented, semantic-based summaries
that are tailored to specific information needs and retrieval challenges?

– Challenge 3: How can we ensure that a summary can effectively analyze and capture the changing
nature of real data over time, while still providing a concise and informative representation of the un-
derlying data?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a scenario in the healthcare domain is
presented along with the limitations and requirements for effective summarization. Section 3 provides an
overview of models for data representation and summarization techniques. Section 4 describes and discusses
related works on graph summarization approaches, with a particular focus on electronic health record sum-
marization approaches to validate the limitations of our proposed scenario. Section 5 outlines the architecture
of our approach, followed by a formalism of the Data Graph in Section 6 and a detailed description of the
summary process in Section 7. Section 8 provides explanationcof the experiments and Section 9 describes
evaluates our approach both qualitatively and quantitatively. Section 10 conclude with perspectives for future
work.

2 Motivating scenario

The healthcare scenario involves a pregnant woman who may develop gestational diabetes, which is more
likely if she is over 25, overweight, has a family history of diabetes, had gestational diabetes in a past
pregnancy, is prediabetic, has high blood pressure, or had COVID-19. To control his gestational diabetes
and understand the patient’s history, she needs to communicate regularly with her General Practitioner
(GP) and share data such as glucose level, temperature, blood pressure, and location. A Type 2 Diabetes
Monitoring System called T2DM system shown in Figure 1, is installed to control and monitor the patient’s
gestational diabetes and is based on patient data including patient history, Electronic Health Records (EHR),
clinical documents, and data from Medical Devices (MD). It enables the GP to summarize patient data
and receive automatic alarms that provide feedback on the patient’s health status. The system is capable
of monitoring gestational diabetes-related parameters using MDs. However these MDs are heterogeneous
in terms of deployment, computing capabilities, and communication protocols. This generates a massive
volume of heterogeneous and ambiguous data, which makes it challenging to analyze patient data efficiently
and understand the patient’s medical history, current situation, treatment status, and dynamic contact
network.

To better analyze and monitor the patient’s gestational diabetes, there is a need for improvements in
integrating these systems for better interoperability and data standardization. Additionally, better data
management and analysis tools are required to handle the large volume of heterogeneous and ambiguous
data generated by MDs. To enhance patient care, there is a requirement for an integrated approach that
amalgamates data from various sources, including electronic health records, clinical documents, and medical
devices. However, the current systems are inadequate, and there is still room for improvement as they are
unable to meet certain requirements. We imagine that a GP requests the system to answer certain queries,
and we present below some queries that T2DM, as well as existing solutions, remain unable to handle:
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– Query 1:
Providing a concise and comprehensive summary of the patient’s medical history, with a focus on their
Type 2 Diabetes, the GP would need to utilize existing medical systems and technologies to present the
patient’s demographic data, medical and surgical histories, family history, and current medication list
simultaneously in a synthesized manner [61], [1], [48]. However, currently, it is not feasible to condense
the most recent blood work results (or older results if there have been significant changes) or biological
test results into a summarized format.

– Query 2: Generating a graphical representation that summarizes the changes in blood sugar levels over
the past two months. In order to measure blood sugar levels, the T2DM uses some existing works [26],
which presents the results in either a text or a table format. The numbers within the brackets refer to
specific blood sugar level measurements, which are taken at different times of the day. However, currently,
there is no way to create a graphical or textual summary of the changes in blood sugar levels over the
past two months. This means that it is not possible to visualize how blood sugar levels have fluctuated
during this period.

– Query 3: Displaying a real-time summary of data from all MDs. This means that the system would need
to collect and process data continuously as it is generated by each MD. However, at present, there is no
way to generate a real-time synthesis of data, which means that it is not possible to display a constantly
updated overview of the data collected from multiple MDs.

– Query 4: Displaying a periodic summary of blood sugar and temperature evolution, with an indication
of the visited area for each day. This would involve collecting data on blood sugar and temperature levels
for each day and presenting it in a graphical format, with an added feature of indicating the geographical
location of each data point. For example, a map could be used to show where the data was collected
from. However, currently, there is no system in place to create this type of periodic synthesis of data, so
it would need to be developed.

Table 1: Queries and Requirements for Handling Clinician Cases in
our proposed scenario

Query Summarization
Objective

Data
Source

Summary
format Limitations Requirments

Query 1

Demographic data,
medical and

surgical
histories,

family history,
and current

medication list

EHR data and
Biological tests,

Blood test

Multiple
summarization

Unable to summarize
recent blood
work results

or biological test
results

Aggregating
the blood work
or biological
test results

over a certain
period of time

Query 2

Changes
in blood sugar

levels over
the past two months

Blood sugar
level

measurements

Graphical
or textual
summary

Unable to generate
graphical or textual

summary

Applying
arithmetic operators

and generating
Graphical or

tabular summary

Query 3 Real time
synthetis of data Medical Devices

Constantly
Updated
Graphic

Unable to generate
a real time

synthesis of data

Summarizing
data in real-time

Interpreting
and displaying it
in graphical or
tabular form
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Query 4

Evolution of
Blood sugar

and temperature
within geographic

location information

Daily
blood sugar

and temperature
measurements

Graphical
representation

with geographic
markers

Unable to create
periodic synthesis

of data

Creating
a periodic summary

as well
as the location

and the time of each
data points.

The existing Type 2 Diabetes Monitoring System (T2DM) is capable of monitoring various parameters
using Medical Devices (MDs), but the heterogeneous nature of these MDs generates a large volume of
ambiguous and heterogeneous data, making it challenging to analyze and understand patient data efficiently.
To enhance patient care, there is a need for an integrated approach that combines data from various sources,
including electronic health records, clinical documents, and medical devices. However, current systems are
inadequate, and there is still room for improvement in terms of data standardization, interoperability, and
data management and analysis tools. In this scenario, as shown in table1, several queries remain unanswered
by T2DM and existing solutions. For instance, there is a need for a concise and comprehensive summary
of the patient’s medical history, including recent blood work and biological test results in a synthesized
format. Additionally, graphical representations that summarize the changes in blood sugar levels over time
and display a periodic summary of blood sugar and temperature evolution, with an indication of the visited
area for each day, are not currently available. To address these needs, the system should be able to aggregate
data over a certain period of time, apply arithmetic operators to numerical values to generate charts or
summary tables depicting the evolution of certain numerical measures. It should be able to collect and
process data in real−time, combine and synthesize it to generate a real-time summary, and interpret data
to present it in the form of charts, tables, or other visualizations. Also, the system should be capable of
creating a graphical output that displays the location of each data point, which can help in understanding
the patient’s health status and treatment progress. In summary, this healthcare scenario highlights the need
for an integrated approach to patient care that combines data from various sources and utilizes better data
management and analysis tools. The development of such a system would enhance patient care and facilitate
efficient communication between healthcare providers and patients, leading to better treatment outcomes.
Thus, towards building such approach, the following challenges emerge:

– Challenge 1: How can we generate a summary that integrates data from multiple sources in various
formats, such as text, video, and images?

– Challenge 2: What methods can be developed to generate user-oriented, semantic-based summaries
that are tailored to specific information needs and retrieval challenges?

– Challenge 3: How can we ensure that a summary can effectively analyze and capture the changing nature
of real data over time, while still providing a concise and informative representation of the underlying
data?

Fig. 1. Type 2 Diabetes Monitoring system (T2DM system)
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3 Background

In this section, we initially provide a concise explanation of various models used for data representation to
justify the utilization of graph−based models in the paper. Afterward, we offer a comprehensive overview of
diverse techniques for graph summarization.

3.1 Models for data representation

There are various models for representing data including network [17]relational databases [29],RDF and
ontology[16] and graph models [7]. Each of these models has its own strengths and weaknesses, and the
choice of model depends on the specific requirements and characteristics of the data being analyzed. Network
models [17] are commonly used to represent complex relationships between entities, such as social networks,
biological networks, and transportation networks. These models are useful for analyzing the structure and
connectivity of the network, as well as identifying patterns and communities within the network.Relational
databases [29] are used to represent data in a structured format, with well-defined relationships between
tables and fields. These models are useful for querying and analyzing large datasets, and for enforcing data
consistency and integrity. RDF and ontology models [16] are used to represent knowledge and metadata in
a structured format, with a focus on semantics and relationships between concepts. These models are useful
for representing complex and heterogeneous data, and for enabling interoperability and data sharing across
different domains. Graph models [7], on the other hand, are a general-purpose model for representing data as
a set of nodes and edges. This model is particularly useful for representing and analyzing data that is highly
heterogeneous and contains complex relationships between entities. Graph models can handle both structured
and unstructured data, and can be easily extended to incorporate additional information or attributes. In the
context of data summarization, graph models are often the preferred choice for representing and analyzing
large and complex datasets that contain both structured and unstructured data. This is because graph
models can capture complex relationships between entities and provide a flexible and scalable framework for
data analysis. Additionally, graph models can be used to represent data from different sources and domains,
making them well-suited for analyzing data from heterogeneous databases. Therefore, graph models are a
suitable choice for summarizing structured and unstructured data from highly heterogeneous databases. In
this paper, we have chosen to use the graph-based model for data summarization because it can effectively
represent and analyze large and complex datasets that contain both structured and unstructured data. The
graph model’s ability to capture complex relationships between entities and provide a scalable framework
for data analysis also makes it a suitable choice for analyzing data from heterogeneous databases. Moreover,
using a graph database can offer significant advantages when dealing with connected data. Graph databases
have superior query performance compared to relational databases and other NoSQL alternatives, which is
essential for efficiently processing large amounts of data during summarization tasks. Graph databases also
offer greater flexibility for adapting to changing needs, as they allow for the addition of relationships, node
types, and properties without modifying existing queries. Additionally, their schema-less nature can reduce
ambiguity in the domain model and enable more accurate and precise modeling during summarization.
Finally, using a graph database can speed up the design-to-delivery process, as developers can create a data
model on a whiteboard without having to worry about translating it to a set of tables, ultimately leading to
faster delivery of summarization results.

3.2 Summarization Methods

We provide here a background of knowledge about the existing methods related to Data summarization.
Many domains have extensively studied summarization, including text analysis, network traffic monitoring,
the financial domain, the health sector, and many others. The summarization problem arises in a variety of
data analysis tasks and application domains. A variety of summarization techniques for structured versus un-
structured data, such as machine learning, statistical, and natural language processing, have been developed
to assist with these tasks:

– Statistical methods are commonly used in data summarization to identify patterns and summarize
large datasets in a meaningful way[69]. These methods involve using statistical techniques to extract im-
portant information from the data, such as central tendency, dispersion, and correlation. One of the most
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common statistical methods used in data summarization is descriptive statistics, which involves calculat-
ing measures such as mean, median, mode, standard deviation, and range to describe the characteristics
of the dataset. These measures can help provide insights into the distribution and variation of the data,
and are useful for identifying outliers and trends. Another statistical method used in data summarization
is regression analysis[23], which involves modeling the relationship between two or more variables and
using this model to make predictions. This method is often used in finance and economics to forecast
future trends and make investment decisions. Cluster analysis[57] is another statistical method used in
data summarization, which involves grouping similar data points together based on their characteristics.
This method can help identify patterns and similarities within the data, and is often used in marketing
and customer segmentation. Overall, statistical methods are very effective in data summarization as they
can help identify patterns and summarize large amounts of data in a meaningful and interpretable way.
However, they may require more technical expertise and understanding than linguistic methods, and
may not always capture the full complexity of the data.

– Linguistic methods Linguistic methods[11] are often used in data summarization to help improve hu-
man understanding of the summarized data. These methods involve translating the data into natural
language statements or summaries, which can be more easily comprehended by humans. One common
linguistic method used in data summarization is fuzzy linguistic summarization [77]This method involves
converting data into linguistic terms that are easy to understand, such as "high," "medium," and "low,"
rather than numerical values. In order to address issues with network traffic flow record summarization
tools, Pouzols et al [54] proposed a solution that utilizes fuzzy linguistic summaries based on network
traffic. The purpose of this approach is to improve human understanding of the network traffic summaries.
The summaries produced by this method are often more readable and informative than traditional nu-
merical summaries. Another linguistic method used in data summarization is text summarization, which
involves summarizing large amounts of text data into shorter, more concise summaries. This method uses
natural language processing techniques to extract the most important information from a large body of
text, and then presents it in a condensed form. Overall, linguistic methods can be very effective in data
summarization as they make the information more accessible and easier to understand, especially for
non-experts who may not be familiar with the technical jargon or specific domain terminology.

– Iterative Compression Iterative Compression[4] is a data summarization technique that involves com-
pressing a large dataset by reducing the number of rows through grouping similar rows and representing
them with a single representative row. The goal is to minimize the size of the dataset while preserving its
essential characteristics. IT Compression was proposed by Jagadish et al. [34] for relational databases.
The approach tries to compress a relation R by reducing the number of rows by grouping similar rows
and representing them by a Representative Row (RR). The IT compression algorithm works by itera-
tively grouping similar rows until the desired compression level is achieved. During each iteration, the
algorithm selects a set of similar rows and replaces them with a single representative row, which is a
weighted average of the selected rows. The weights are based on the frequency of occurrence of each
attribute value in the selected rows. The IT compression algorithm is particularly useful for summarizing
relational databases, as it can be used to compress large tables without losing important information.
By reducing the size of the dataset, it can also speed up data processing and analysis. One limitation
of IT compression is that it requires some prior knowledge of the data and its structure. Additionally,
the compression level may not always be optimal, and some information may be lost in the compression
process. Nevertheless, IT compression is a powerful data summarization technique that can be used to
efficiently summarize large datasets while preserving their essential characteristics

– Clustering Clustering is a data summarization technique that involves grouping similar data points
together based on their characteristics. The goal is to identify patterns and similarities within the data,
and summarize it in a meaningful and interpretable way [5]. There are various clustering algorithms that
can be used for data summarization, such as k-means [52], hierarchical clustering[51] , and density-based
clustering [36]These algorithms work by assigning each data point to a cluster based on its similarity to
other data points in the same cluster. Clustering is particularly useful for summarizing large datasets, as
it can help identify patterns and similarities that may be difficult to discern from the raw data. It can also
help identify outliers and anomalies within the data, which can be useful for quality control and anomaly
detection. One limitation of clustering is that it may not always capture the full complexity of the data,
and may not be suitable for datasets with high levels of noise or overlapping clusters. Nevertheless,
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clustering is a powerful data summarization technique that can be used to efficiently summarize large
datasets and identify meaningful patterns and similarities within the data

– Stream Clustering Stream clustering is a data summarization technique that involves grouping data
points into clusters in real-time as they arrive in a data stream. The goal is to efficiently summarize
the data stream and identify meaningful patterns and trends as they unfold over time. Stream clus-
tering algorithms work by continuously processing incoming data points and updating the clustering
model to reflect the changing distribution of the data. Some popular stream clustering algorithms in-
clude CluStream[73] ,STREAM [67], and Den Stream[14] One key challenge in stream clustering is the
need to balance accuracy with computational efficiency. As data streams can contain large volumes of
data and may arrive at high velocities, stream clustering algorithms must be able to process data quickly
and efficiently, while still maintaining accurate and meaningful cluster representations. To address this
challenge, stream clustering algorithms typically use techniques such as windowing, sampling, and ap-
proximation to reduce the computational overhead of processing large data streams. For example, some
algorithms may use sliding windows to limit the amount of data that needs to be processed at any
given time, while others may use random sampling to reduce the size of the dataset without sacrificing
accuracy.

– Graph summarization Graph summarization is a data summarization technique[4] that involves repre-
senting large graphs in a more compact and interpretable form. Graphs are often used to model complex
relationships between entities, such as social networks, biological networks, or transportation networks.
However, large graphs can be difficult to visualize and analyze, and may contain redundant or irrele-
vant information. Graph summarization algorithms work by extracting key features or subgraphs from
the original graph that preserve the most important information about the underlying structure and
relationships. There are various graph summarization algorithms, such as graph sampling, graph cluster-
ing, and graph compression. Graph sampling[31] involves selecting a subset of nodes or edges from the
original graph that are representative of the overall structure and relationships. This can be useful for
visualizing large graphs or analyzing graph properties that are computationally expensive to compute
on the entire graph. Graph clustering[3] involves grouping nodes in the original graph into clusters based
on their similarity or connectivity. This can be useful for identifying communities or functional modules
within the graph, and for detecting anomalies or outliers. Graph compression involves compressing the
original graph by identifying and removing redundant or irrelevant information. This can be useful for
storing or transmitting large graphs efficiently, or for summarizing the graph in a more interpretable
form. Graph summarization is particularly useful for analyzing large and complex graphs, as it can help
identify meaningful patterns and relationships that may be difficult to discern from the raw graph data.
By summarizing the graph in a more compact form, graph summarization algorithms can also help
reduce computational overhead and storage requirements. In this paper, we will be using graph summa-
rization as a technique for analyzing large and complex graphs. Graphs are often used to model complex
relationships between entities, and graph summarization can help us identify meaningful patterns and
relationships that may be difficult to discern from the raw graph data. Additionally, by summarizing the
graph in a more compact and interpretable form, we can reduce computational overhead and storage
requirements. We have chosen this technique because it is particularly useful for our data analysis task
and can help us gain insights into the underlying structure and relationships of our graph data.

4 Related Work

In this section, describes and discusses related works on graph summarization approaches, with a particular
focus on electronic health record summarization approaches

4.1 Graph summarization approaches

In this section, we will provide an overview of the three main categories of graph summarization: static plain,
static labeled, and dynamic graphs.
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1. Static plain graph approach Most research in static graph summarization focuses on the graph
structure without considering side information or labels. In general, the problem of summarization, ag-
gregation, or coarsening of static graphs can be described as simplification-based summarization methods
that streamline the original graph by removing less "important" nodes or edges, resulting in a sparsified
graph [43]. One example of node simplification-based summarization techniques is OntoVis [64], which
is a visual analytical tool that relies on node filtering to understand large, heterogeneous social networks
with nodes and links. Toivonen et al. [70] focused on compressing graphs with edge weights and proposed
to merge nodes with similar relationships to other entities, which are called structurally equivalent nodes.
SPINE, an alternative to CSI [76], sparsifies social networks to keep only the edges that "explain" the
information propagation, those that maximize the likelihood of the observed data. In the visualization
domain, Dunne and Shneiderman [22] introduced motif simplification to enhance network visualization.
They suggested simplifying a graph by extracting its repetitive patterns or motifs and replacing them
with higher-level motifs. The simplified graph becomes more interpretable, and the high−level motifs
reveal the underlying structure of the graph. In summary, these methods focus on simplifying the graph
structure while maintaining its essential properties. By removing redundant or less important nodes
and edges, the resulting summary graph is more manageable and easier to analyze while preserving the
essential features of the original graph.

2. Static labeled graph approach Graph summarization methods that focus on labeled graphs aim
to leverage both structural connections and node attributes to produce more informative summaries.
These methods face challenges such as the efficient combination of these two different types of data, as
well as the selection of meaningful subgraphs or nodes for the summary. One of the most well-known
approaches in this category is the frequent-subgraph-based summarization scheme, SUBDUE [19]. It
employs a greedy beam search to iteratively replace the most frequent subgraph in a labeled graph.
The S−Node representation [59] is another lossless graph compression scheme that optimizes specifically
for web graphs. Other approaches, such as SNAP and k-SNAP [69], rely on attribute and relationship-
compatibility to group nodes with similar attributes and connections into homogeneous groups. Some
recent works have also proposed lossy graph summarization frameworks, such as the collection of d-
summaries introduced by Song et al. [38], which group similar entities into supergraphs. Overall, while
there have been many advances in labeled graph summarization, it remains an active area of research
with many challenges and opportunities for further development.

3. Dynamic graph approach Analyzing large and complex data is a challenging task, which becomes
even more difficult and time-consuming when dealing with time-evolving networks. The temporal graph
mining literature has extensively studied laws and patterns of graph evolution. However, summarization
techniques for time-evolving networks have not been studied to the same extent as those for static
networks, possibly due to the new challenges introduced by the time dimension. Time granularity, which
is often arbitrarily chosen, is a sensitive parameter that can be set to minutes, hours, days, weeks, months,
years, or some other unit that makes sense in a given context. TimeCrunch[78] are two methods that
succinctly describe a large dynamic graph with a set of important temporal structures. Qu et al.[56]
represents a stream of time-ordered interactions, represented as undirected edges between labeled nodes.
NetCondense[2] is a node-grouping approach that maintains specific properties of the original time-
varying graph, like diffusive properties important in marketing and influence dynamics, governed by its
maximum eigenvalue.

4.2 Discussion on graph summarization approaches

To better understand and compare graph summarization approaches, it’s important to recognize that the
notion of a graph summary is not well−defined. The specific goals and applications of a summary can vary
widely, and may include preserving structural patterns, focusing on specific network entities, maintaining
query answers, or preserving graph property distributions. Graph summarization approaches can be broadly
categorized into three main types: static plain, static labeled, and dynamic graphs. To address the challenges
inherent in graph summarization, we propose nine criteria that can be used to describe and compare ex-
isting approaches. By considering these criteria in the development and evaluation of graph summarization
techniques, we can better understand and overcome the challenges of this important field. We have estab-
lished nine criteria used to describe and evaluate existing approaches. These criteria are designed to address
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the specific challenges and goals of graph summarization, and provide a framework for understanding and
comparing different approaches.

Challenge 1: How can we generate a summary that integrates data from multiple sources in various
formats, such as text, video, and images?

– Type of input Data (C1): this criterion pertains to the input data used in graph summarization
approaches. The input data can take on different forms, including (i) structured data such as predefined
knowledge models that include existing ontologies and database schema/graphs. (ii)Semi-structured data
involves a mix of structured data and free text, such as web pages, Wikipedia sources, dictionaries, and
XML documents. (iii) Unstructured data refers to any plain text content, videos, signals, and so on. It’s
important to consider the nature of the input data when designing and evaluating graph summarization
techniques, as the data format can impact the effectiveness and accuracy of the summary.

– Data type (C2): this criterion describe the type of data incorporate (text, xml, numeric, video, image).
It’s important to consider the type of data being summarized, as this can impact the methods and
techniques used in the summarization process. Different data types may require different approaches to
summarization in order to effectively capture and convey important information.

– Representation standard (C3): this criterion describes if the approach incorporates standard((i.e.
information based standard, document based standard or Hybrid standard) (e.g., Yes or No). The use of
a standard can facilitate the comparison and integration of graph summaries from different sources. It’s
important to consider whether a standard is used in the summarization approach, as this can impact the
interoperability and compatibility of the summary with other systems and applications.

Challenge 2: What methods can be developed to generate user-oriented, semantic-based summaries
that are tailored to specific information needs and retrieval challenges?

– Summarization approach (C4): this criterion pertains to whether the summarizing approach targets
the structure or the content of the graph. Some approaches may prioritize preserving the structural
relationships between nodes, while others may focus more on the content and attributes of the nodes
(i.e. based structure, dbased content).

– objective (C5): this criterion refers to the specific target or goal of the summarization approach. This
could include improving query efficiency, reducing the size of the graph, or identifying influential nodes
or relationships. By defining the objective of the summarization approach, it becomes easier to evaluate
the effectiveness and relevance of the approach in achieving its intended purpose.

– Summarization technique (C6): this criterion refers to the techniques deployed to summarize data
which could be: grouping, compression, analysis, pattern- mining, classification, visualization. The choice
of technique used can impact the quality and effectiveness of the resulting summary. By considering the
summarization technique employed, we can better understand the strengths and limitations of a partic-
ular approach.

Challenge 3: How can we ensure that a summary can effectively analyze and capture the changing
nature of real data over time, while still providing a concise and informative representation of the underlying
data?

– Output type (C7):this criterion concerns type of data displayed in the summary output. which is
a combination of: numerical data, textual data, document, graph. By considering the output type, we
can better understand the format and presentation of the summary information, which can impact its
usefulness and accessibility to end users

– Context-aware criterion (C8): this criterion refers to the degree to which a summarization approach
takes into account the contextual information surrounding the data being summarized. This can be
divided into two types of context-awareness: partial and total. (i)Partial context-awareness refers to the
use of concepts related to the dynamic context of the data, such as time, location, and trajectory. (ii)
Total context-awareness, on the other hand, refers to the use of both the dynamic context of the data and
other contextual information related to the static data. By considering the level of context-awareness, we
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can better understand the extent to which the summarization approach takes into account the broader
context of the data being summarized.

– User oriented summarization (C9): pertains to the extent to which a summarization approach is
designed with the user in mind. This criterion asks whether the approach is user-oriented, meaning that
it is designed to meet the needs and preferences of the user. By considering the user’s needs, the sum-
marization approach can be tailored to present information in a way that is meaningful and useful to
the user. This can improve the overall effectiveness and usability of the approach (e.g., yes or No).

Our analysis indicates that the field of graph summarization still faces many challenges. Many existing
studies, such as Shen et al. [64], Toivonen et al. [70], Xu et al. [76], do not consider real-world data in their
analysis. These studies rely solely on synthetic or simulated data to test their summarization approaches,
which may not accurately reflect the complexities of real-world scenarios. Furthermore, most existing systems
do not consider the context in which the data is being summarized. They rely solely on time-based properties
and do not take into account other important contextual factors that could affect the summary. Consequently,
existing systems like Tang et al. [67], and Adhikari et al. [2] are still unable to interpret and reason on the
transferred knowledge among real data, which hinders their ability to provide accurate desired results. It is
worth noting that existing graph summarization approaches have limited functionality and can only satisfy
certain aspects of users’ needs. For example, Shi et al. [65] propose a framework for summarizing graphs
based on visual representations, while Fan et al. [24] propose a method for summarizing graphs based on
user queries. However, none of these approaches provide a comprehensive framework that integrates various
functionalities to meet users’ diverse needs. Finally, the output type of summarized data is another important
consideration. Most existing studies do not propose dedicated tools that make the summary accessible to the
user, nor do they provide appropriate perceptions of their needs. Users are increasingly concerned about the
security, confidentiality, and accuracy of their data, and existing systems do not adequately address these
concerns.

4.3 EHR summarization approaches

In the following, we present related works on summarization approaches that are relevant to our domain of
application, i.e., Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Discussing the related works on EHR summarization
approaches is crucial to validate the motivating scenario presented in Section 2 and further highlight the
challenges in this domain. By examining the existing approaches, we can identify the strengths and weak-
nesses of each and gain a better understanding of the current state-of-the-art in EHR summarization. This
knowledge can then be used to guide the development of more effective and efficient approaches.
The EHR concept has appeared since the 1960s [46] and we note that there is no common definition of an
EHR until today. The EHR−based application has to be accessible, secure and highly usable. In [27], Gunter
and Terry define EHR as a set of clinical and electronic data about a given patient and a population.The
World Health Organization (WHO) [10] defines EHR as medical records provided in an EHR-based system
aiming at collecting data , storing and manipulating, and providing safe access.
The process of EHR summarization involves creating a summary that contains the most relevant information
from the original content. Previous research in this area has focused on text summarization, with the aim
of providing useful information for healthcare professionals by automatically compressing a given text [47].
The type of summary required may vary depending on the clinician’s needs, but in general, it should cover
as much of the medical content as possible, while preserving the overall topical organization of the origi-
nal text. This review specifically focuses on approaches based on multi-document extractive summarization,
which involve producing a summary of multiple documents about the same patient. These summarization
approaches are typically focused on extracting clinical variables and visualizing structured and unstructured
data [53], in order to provide an overview of the patient’s entire medical record. We will discuss and analyze
38 research papers on EHR summarization, which are categorized into four types of EHR text summarization:

1. Extractive summaries EHR summarization typically involves selecting a subset of information from
the original content, with text summarization being the primary focus of existing studies [47]. The aim is
to provide a compressed version of the text that is relevant to the needs of clinicians. Generic summaries
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covering the medical content in multiple documents must maintain the general topical organization of
the original text. This method synthesizes patient records by displaying the summary in user-friendly
interfaces. Studies have explored supervised approaches to extractive summarization, such as [45], which
trained a transformer-based neural model using International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes for
specific diagnoses. Radiologists evaluated the approach and found that supervised models generate bet-
ter summaries than unsupervised approaches. The model aims to include accurate components of EHR
data, such as structured data, sentence-level clinical aspects, and structures of clinical records. Authors
provide a clinical data processing pipeline based on NLP and the use of concept recognition and relation
detection. Other studies have explored the use of NLP to customize user views, such as [41], which uses
MedLEE NLP engine to handle modifiers. Some studies have also explored generating meaningful topic
summaries from structured clinical data, such as [26], which learns the correspondences between struc-
tured data and clinical note topics using existing summaries written by clinicians. Approaches have also
been proposed for synthesizing clinical data, such as the SIM card-based system in [1], which displays
synthesized clinical data on mobile phones using custom-developed software. [68] proposed a summariza-
tion approach to classify patients with and without diabetes, evaluating the approach using traditional
classification methods and machine-learning techniques. Another study [66] focused on metastases infor-
mation extraction from pathology reports of metastatic lung cancer. In [48], authors propose a Bayesian
summarization method for summarizing biomedical text documents, involving mapping the input text to
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) terminology and selecting relevant ones to use as classifi-
cation features. Finally, [53] proposes UPhenome, an approach based on graphical models and large scale
probabilistic phenotyping to model diseases and patient characteristics and generate summarized clinical
data. [30] proposes a real-time summarization approach by aggregating clinical data from heterogeneous
health care systems using HL7 messages and a distributed architecture.

2. Abstractive summaries Abstractive summarization techniques are a type of text summarization ap-
proach that goes beyond simply extracting relevant phrases or sentences from the original text. Instead,
they generate new text by synthesizing the most important information from the source material. This
can provide additional context and insight beyond what is available in the original text[55]. In the med-
ical domain, researchers have explored a variety of abstractive summarization techniques. For example,
[13] and [9] proposed a method called Timeline, which involves clinicians in coding rules to generate
abstractive summaries. Another approach, called AdaptEHR, was developed by [13] to infer rules and
relationships automatically from ontologies and graphical models. In [63], a hybrid abstractive-extractive
summarization approach was proposed. This method aims to perform semantic, temporal, and contex-
tual abstraction using a domain-specific ontology to generate abstractions. Additionally, [33] and [72]
explored a graphical approach to summarizing clinical data by generating new text. Overall, these stud-
ies demonstrate the potential for abstractive summarization techniques to provide more comprehensive
summaries of medical records.

3. Indicative summaries Indicative summarization is an approach that extracts significant terms from the
original text and highlights the main parts. This technique is used in conjunction with EHR to indirectly
integrate the extractive summarization process. However, there are limited studies in the literature
concerning indicative summarization. Rogers and colleagues proposed a new approach to summarize and
graphically visualize the EHR, including indicative summaries. Their approach involved creating task-
based evaluation summarizers, which extracted the most relevant information for specific clinical tasks.
In another study, Clayton and colleagues evaluated how and when clinicians in an ambulatory setting
would enter data directly into an EHR. They found that physicians entered more information when the
patient’s problem was acute, complex, or unfamiliar [18]. This study did not directly focus on indicative
summarization, but it provided insight into how physicians interact with EHR and how information is
entered into the system. [61] proposed a new approach to summurize and graphically visualize the EHR.
[61] proposed a task-based evaluation summarizer. In [18] authors evaluated how and when clinicians in
an ambulatory setting will enter data directly into an EHR.

4. Informative summaries The informative summarization approach is distinct from the other approaches
in that it aims to replace the original set of raw data rather than simply provide an abstract of it. This
approach is designed to create summaries that can be used independently of the EHR. Several studies
have proposed methods for informative summarization. For example, Matheny et al. [44] developed a
new model for summarizing structured clinical data, such as administrative, computerized provider order
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entry, and laboratory test data. Their model was used to detect risks by predicting two severity levels of
in-hospital Acute Kidney Injury (AKI). Visualization-based summarization approaches have also been
proposed in the literature, such as those by Bade et al. [8], Wang et al. [74], and Borland et al. [12].
These methods aim to create summaries by visualizing the data in a more understandable and concise
manner. RDF-based summarization approaches have also been proposed, such as Carenini et al. [15].
These methods use RDF (Resource Description Framework) to represent and summarize text data. Many
research groups, such as the NUCRSS [61], have proposed clinical data summarization systems based
on text input data. These systems aim to reduce the volume of data and make it more manageable for
clinicians. Various frameworks have also been proposed for text summarization, such as those by Liu et
al. [40], Wright et al. [75], and Radev et al. [58]. In addition, methods for generating new stories and
scientific articles to summarize unstructured texts have been proposed, such as those by Nenkova et al.
[50], Lukasik et al. [42], Liu et al. [40], and Reeve et al. [60].
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Table 2. Qualitative Comparative study of static, static labeled dynamic plain Graph summary

Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3

Existing study/Criterion C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9

Category 1: Dynamic graph
Adhikariet al. 2017 Structured Weighted,Directed Yes Structure Influence Grouping Supergraph Time Yes

Tan et al. 2016 Structured Weighted,Directed, Yes Structure Query Grouping Supergraph Time Yes

Qu et al. 2014 Structured Unweighted, Undirected yes Structure Influence Influence Subgraph Time Yes

Category 2: Static graph
Zhu et al.2016 Structured Weighted, Undirected No Structure Visualization Grouping Supergraph No No

Riondato et al. 2014 Structured Weighted, Undirected No Structure Query Grouping Supergraph No No

Koutra et al. 2014 Structured Unweighted, Directed No Structure Visualization Compression Graph No No

Dunne et al. 2013 Structured Unweighted, Directed No Structure Visualization Grouping Supergraph No No

Mathioudakis et al. 2011 Structured Weighted, Directed No Structure Influence Influence Sparsified
graph

No No

Category 3: Static labeled graph
Song et al. 2016 Structured Unweighted No Structure Query Grouping Supergraph No No

Shi et al. 2015 Structured Weighted, Directed No Structure Influence Influence Supergraph No No

khan et al. 2014 Structured Unweighted Directed No Structure Compression Compression Supergraph No No

Hassnlou et al 2013 Structured Weighted directed No Structure Grouping Compression Supergraph No No

Fan et al. 2012 Structured unweighted, Directed No Structure Query Grouping Supergraph No No

Zhang et al. 2010 Structured Unweighted, Undirected No Structure Patterns Grouping Supergraph No No

Proposed approach Structured,
Unstruc-
tured

Labeled, Directed Yes Structure,
Content

Summarization Grouping,
Aggregation,
Mathe-
matical
operations,
Compression

Supergraph,
Subgraph,
Graph

Yes Yes
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4.4 Discussion on EHR summarization approaches

To address the challenges related to EHR summarization and to facilitate a comparison of existing studies
on clinical data summarization, the criteria outlined in the previous section were utilized to characterize
and compare different methods of clinical data summarization in accordance with the challenges identified
in the introduction and we mentionned also other criterion in the same context such as Representation
standard (C3), this criterion indicates if the approach incorporates standard((i.e. information based standard,
document based standard or Hybrid standard) (e.g., Yes or No). This approach enabled a comprehensive
evaluation of various techniques used for EHR summarization, including the extent to which they address
the challenges associated with this task. By employing these criteria, researchers can gain insights into the
strengths and limitations of different summarization approaches and can make informed decisions about
which method is best suited to their specific use case. Additionally, this approach facilitates a comparative
analysis of different studies on EHR summarization, providing a better understanding of the current state
of the field and identifying areas for future research.
According to the analysis presented in Table 3, the existing approaches for clinical data summarization can
be categorized into two groups: those that rely on structured data and those that use unstructured data.
The studies [49] fall under the category of approaches that are based on structured data. On the other
hand, the studies [15] belong to the group of approaches that rely on unstructured data. It is important to
note that none of the approaches analyzed in this study utilize both structured and unstructured data to
construct the summary. Another important aspect of the analyzed studies is the type of output provided
by the clinical data summarization systems. The studies reviewed in this paper propose either document-
based systems [26] or graph-based systems [12]. However, none of these studies offer dedicated tools that
facilitate user access to the summary or provide them with appropriate perceptions of their needs. Users are
increasingly concerned about the security, confidentiality, understanding, accuracy, and completeness of their
data. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that clinical data summarization systems provide users with the
necessary means to ensure these aspects. An intuitive and user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) would
significantly benefit clinical data summarization systems. Also, we highlight that none of the studies surveyed
are user-oriented and able to satisfy the diverse needs of users. Our analysis, presented in Table 2, reveals that
the evolution of data summarization is still an ongoing challenge. Most of the existing studies fail to consider
the contextual information of the data in their analysis and do not take into account the context when
creating the summary. Instead, they rely solely on the time property, except for a few studies that consider
time in their analysis . As a result, current systems are still unable to contextually interpret and reason
on the transferred knowledge among real data, and thus cannot synthesize data to provide accurate desired
results. It is noteworthy that all existing systems focus on only one objective, while none of them provide
multiple functionalities within the same framework, despite their importance in supporting users’ preferences
to find data according to various needs. Therefore, it is necessary that all objectives should be integrated
into a summarization-based system. In addition, our analysis shows that most of the studied approaches are
extractive-based, including [45],[39],[40], and [26]. However, three of the studies, namely [13], and [9], are
abstractive-based. Furthermore, five studies, including [13], adopt both extractive and abstractive−based
approaches. In summary, existing systems tend to focus on only one objective and adopt extractive-based
approaches. Nonetheless, it is important to consider multiple functionalities within the same framework and
integrate both extractive and abstractive−based approaches in the summarization-based system. Based on
our comparative study, we have identified four main limitations in clinical data summarization:

– Lack of access to and collection of data from Medical Devices: Due to the heterogeneity of
applications, it is critical to synthesize health data in order to provide a relevant, comprehensive, and
understandable view of the patient’s history to effectively help clinical diagnostics [37].

– Lack of semantic interoperability: Applications generate a huge amount of heterogeneous data, which
makes it difficult to synthesize knowledge and communicate between clinical applications to provide
efficient results [71].

– Lack of linking Data and medical devices to their contexts: It is important to describe the
data and device context in order to identify its capacity and reliability to ensure the consistency of the
gathered data and to easily repair it when necessary [20].

– Lack of user-centered summary design: Existing systems are unable to generate adaptive summaries
that adjust based on clinician preferences and needs, leading to increased cognitive workload for clinicians
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[79] It is nearly impossible to provide interactive and personalized summaries, which can result in reduced
efficiency and effectiveness in clinical decision−making.
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Table 3. Summary of retrieved studies on electronic health record and medical data summarization

Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3
Existing study/Criterion C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9

Denis Jered et al. 2020 Document Unstructured No Structure Classification Extractive text No No

Liang et al. 2019 Text Unstructured No Structure Classification Extractive Text No No

PDurga et al.2018 Text Unstructured No Structure Classification Extractive Text No No

Jen et al. 2018 Document Unstructured No Structure Classification
Filtering

Extractive Text Time No

Soysal et al. 2017 Text Unstructured No Structure Visualization Extractive Text No No

Razavian et al.2015 Text Unstructured No Structure Analysis Extractive Text No No

Borland. 2014 Text Unstructured No Structure Visualization Extractive Text No No

Fei et al. 2013 Numerical Unstructured No Structure visualization Extractive Numerical No No

Klann et al. 2013 Document Unstructured No Structure Classification Extractive Text No No

Roque et al. 2010 Document Unstructured No Structure Visualization Extractive Text No No

Barakat et al. 2010 Text Unstructured No Structure Analysis Abstractive Text No No

Savova et al. 2010 Text Unstructured No Structure Analysis Extractive Text No No

Krummenacher et al. 2009 XML Structured No Structure visualization Extractive Tuple No No

Kumar and al. 2008 Text Unstructured No Structure Extraction Extractive Text No No

Huang et al. 2007 Text Unstructured No Structure Extraction Extractive Text No No
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5 Contribution

The main contribution relies developing a schema-driven approach for handling heterogeneous data sources
by modeling and summarizing them within labeled data graphs. The resulting graph summaries are then
visualized to meet the specific needs of each user. In essence, the approach relies on using data graphs and a
schema to drive the data modeling and summarization process. Our approach aims to provide a comprehen-
sive and personalized model capable of summarizing both the structure and content of data from databases,
devices, sensors.etc. We took into consideration the user needs. In order to achieve our goal, our frame-
work architecture includes four main modules, as illustrated in figure 2. First, the Data Collection module
is responsible for collecting data from various sources. Second, the Schema Generation module is used to
generate a schema based on the collected data, which enables us to create a labeled data graph. Third,
the Summarization module summarizes the data graph based on user-submitted questions, and fourth, the
Visualization module provides a personalized visualization model to represent the summarized data graph
for each user need. Our approach addresses the limitations identified in the comparative study by providing
a user-centered, schema-driven approach that can effectively model and summarize data from heterogeneous
sources. By providing a personalized visualization model, our approach aims to reduce cognitive barriers re-
lated to the complexity of information and its interpretation, ultimately supporting clinical decision-making.

Fig. 2. Architecture of our proposed system

A) Data Pre-Processing service: consists of processing and indexing data in order to summarize them.
Every incoming data is processed and transformed according to two-steps: data cleaning and data inte-
gration. This module is composed of:
1) Data collection: this module is responsible for collecting data in various formats such as pdf docu-

ments, images, videos, and numeric data.
2) Data Cleaning: this module involves transforming raw data into an understandable format by ex-

tracting data from multiple and heterogeneous sources.
3) Data classification: this module classifies the different data into associated types. To classify doc-

uments from a heterogeneous corpus, this module involves text analysis, keyword extraction, and
natural language processing.

4) Data Integration: this module integrates different normalized data into a generic framework that
supports the direct generation of data in a common format. The objective is to create a unified and
consistent data structure that can be used for analysis and modeling purposes.

B) Data Graph Modeling: This module is responsible for defining the data graph proposed by our system.
The data graph is composed of data nodes and relations between them. The purpose of this graph is
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to represent the heterogeneous data in a common format, making it easier to process and analyze.
By representing data in a structured graph, we can identify patterns, relationships, and dependencies
between data nodes, which can be used to generate insights and support decision-making processes. The
data graph will be defined in the next section, and it will serve as the backbone of our system for data
processing and analysis.

C) Data Graph summarization: this module defines the data processing steps that are involved in
generating a data summarization model-based graph, which is the core module of our framework. The
purpose of this module is to transform input data into a summarized output. It aims at summarizing data
using a driven schema approach based on both structure and content. This involves analyzing the data
graph schema and extracting relevant information based on user requirements, which are represented
using different functions. To achieve this, the module has multiple microservices that operate based on
the user needs and requirements. The data summarization model-based graph will be further detailed in
section 7

D) Data Graph visualization: this module is responsible for the visual representation of data. Its main
objective is to provide visual and interactive visualization of the summarized data to help users rapidly
find insights in data. It includes interactive techniques to graphically represent the summary, such as
charts, graphs, tables, and dashboards. These visual representations provide an intuitive and easy-to-
understand view of the summarized data, allowing users to explore and analyze it in a more efficient
way. This module generates a graph summary which is a visual representation of the summarized data
using the data graph schema.

6 Data Graph Modeling

In this section, we focus on the data graph modeling module, which is responsible for creating a graph-based
data model of the input data. The module performs an aggregation process on the transformed input data
and generates an aggregated value.

The data graph model is built iteratively, starting from a root node that represents the whole data set.
Each aggregated item in the graph consists of one or more children, which can be either original data items
(leaves) or aggregated items (nodes). This hierarchy of nodes and leaves allows for a structured representation
of the data, which makes it easier to analyze and summarize. To achieve this, we introduce a new Data Graph
Model (DGM), which serves as a common synthesis of a large amount of data. The primary goal of the DGM
is to facilitate and perform the summarization process by providing a structured representation of the input
data.

6.1 Data Graph Definition

The data graph (DG) is a graph-based representation of the input data. It consists of Data Nodes (DN),
also known as data entities, which model heterogeneous data such as text, images, videos, and numerical
data. These DNs are the building blocks of the graph and serve as the vertices in the graph. In addition to
the DNs, the DG also contains relations between them. These relations are the edges in the graph, which
connect the DNs to each other. Each relation has a label that defines the nature of the connection between
the DNs.

6.2 Data Graph Formalism

Definition 1: Data Node (DN)
A Data Node (DN) is a fundamental component of the Data Graph, representing the information contained
within a data structure. Each DN holds a value of structured or unstructured data and is associated with
a single parent node. The DN is defined by its identification, name, and metadata, which describe its type,
value, and acquisition time. It also has a set of attributes, each with a corresponding value and data type.
These attributes define the specific properties of the DN and provide additional information about its con-
tents.
Definition 2: Data Graph (DG)
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A Data Graph (DG) is a representation of important structured and unstructured data within a domain.
The purpose of defining the DG is to create an efficient representation of domain data and the relationships
between them. Formally, the DG is represented as:

DG= (DN, ID, MD, T, V, g, i, R, L, f)

where

– DN: is a set of Data Nodes
– ID : is a set of identifier of Data Node
– MD: is set of attributes (e.g DocName, Date...)
– T: is a set of types {String, number,Boolean} ∪{Array,image, son, video}
– V: is a set of values
– g: DN → (MD, T, V)
– i: DN → ID
– R: set of relationships: R ⊆DN ∗ DN
– L: set of terms
– f: R→ L

Algorithm 1: Data Graph Generation
Input : Heterogenous Data
Output: DG

1 Initialize an empty graph DG
2 for i from 1 to n (n is the total number of data nodes in DN) do
3 Add a node to graph G with identifier i(DN[i])
4 end
5 for i from 1 to n do
6 for j From 1 to n do
7 if there exists a relationship r in R such that DN[i] is either the source or the destination of r then
8 Add an edge to graph DG between nodes i(DN[i]) and j(DN[j])
9 If

10 end
11 end
12 end
13 for i from 1 to n do
14 Add a set of attributes to node i(DN[i]) based on the values in MD[i]
15 end
16 for i from 1 to n do
17 Add a set of values to the node i(DN[i]) based on the values in V[i]
18 end
19 for i from 1 to n do
20 Add a set of types to node i(DN[i]) based on the values in T[i]
21 end
22
23 for i from 1 to n do
24 Add a tuple (MD[i], T[i], V[i]) to the mapping g for node i(DN[i])
25 end
26 for each relationship r in R do
27 Add a term l to the set L based on the function f
28 end
29 Return the DG
30

This pseudo code describes an algorithm 1 that generates a data graph. The algorithm first initializes an
empty graph DG. Then, for each index i from 1 to n (number of data nodes), it adds a node to graph DG
with identifier i(DN[i]). Next, for each pair of indices i and j from 1 to n, it checks if there exists a relationship
r in R such that DN[i] is either the source or the destination of r. If there is such a relationship, it adds an
edge to graph G between nodes i(DN[i]) and j(DN[j]). After that, for each index i from 1 to n, it adds a set
of attributes to node i(DN[i]) based on the values in MD[i], a set of values based on V[i], and a set of types
based on T[i]. Then, for each index i from 1 to n, it adds a tuple (MD[i], T[i], V[i]) based on the function g
for node i(DN[i]). Finally, for each relationship r in R, it adds a term l to the set L based on the function f.
The algorithm returns the graph DG as the data graph.
This data includes various resources that provide information about the patient’s personal details, medical
history, and current health status. Specifically, the data sources consist of medical tests, prescriptions, scans,
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and radiographs that are associated with the patient. The DG generated is a graphical representation of this
data, where nodes represent the different data sources and edges represent the relationships or connections
between them.

7 Data Graph summarization

Graph summarization is the process of creating a Graph Summary (GS) from a given DG. The GS captures
the essential features of the DG, while reducing its complexity and size. The process of graph summarization
involves selecting a subset of the vertices and edges from the DG to be included in the GS, while still
maintaining the overall structure and connectivity of the original graph.

7.1 Data Graph summary Definition

The Graph Summary (GS) contains Summary Nodes (SN) and Operational Relationships, which are repre-
sented as functions called Operation (O). These O correspond to various user needs, such as display, filtering,
transformation, and calculation. The SN in the GS represent a subset of the nodes in the original DG that
capture the most relevant information. The Operations, define how the SN can be generated to satisfy user
needs. By using the GS and its associated operations, users can interact with the data in a more efficient
and effective way. The GS reduces the complexity of the original DG while still preserving the important
information, and the functions provide a flexible and customized way to perform various operations on the
summary nodes.

7.2 Data Graph summary formalism

Definition 3: Summary Node (SN)
A Summary Node (SN) is a representation of a subset of nodes in the DG that captures the most relevant
information. The SN is a node in the GS that summarizes a group of nodes in the original DG and can be
generated using various operations to satisfy user needs. The SN is defined identically to DN

Definition 4: Graph Summary (GS)
A Graph Summary (GS) is a condensed representation of a larger Data Graph (DG) that contains Summary
Nodes (SN) and Operational (O) in the form of functions. The SNs represent a subset of the nodes in the
original DG that capture the most relevant information, while the (O) define how the SNs can be generated
to satisfy user needs, such as display, filtering, transformation, and calculation. Formally a GS is defined as
follow:

SG .
= (DG’,SN,O,S)

Where

– DG: DG’ ⊆ DG’ ∗ DG (DG’ is a part of DG )
– SN: is a set of summary nodes, SN is defined identically to DN
– O: is a set of synthesis operations (max, min, avg, display, filtrate, transformate, calculate)
– S: O→ DN ∗ SN ∪ DN

The formalism for the Graph Summary (GS) involves defining the SG as a tuple containing a subset of nodes
in the original Data Graph (DG’), Summary Nodes (SN), Operational Relationships (O), and a mapping
function (S) that defines how the SNs can be generated to satisfy user needs. The subset of nodes in the
original DG, denoted as DG’, is a part of the original DG and serves as the basis for the summary. The SNs
in the GS represent a subset of the nodes in the original DG that capture the most relevant information.
These SNs can be generated using various functions represented by the operational relationships (O), such
as display, filtering, transformation, and calculation. The mapping function (S) maps these operational re-
lationships to the set of nodes in the original DG and the set of SNs in the GS. In summary, the Graph
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Summary formalism defines a condensed representation of a larger Data Graph that captures the most rel-
evant information using a subset of data nodes and operational relationships. The mapping function allows
for flexible and customized ways to generate Summary Nodes to satisfy user needs.
Definition 5: Operation (O) An Operation (O) is a function in the GS defining how SN can be generated
to satisfy user needs, such as displaying, filtering, transforming, and calculating. The O → DN*SN mapping
function links the operational relationships to the set of DN in the original DG and the set of SNs in the GS.

Definition 6: Display Operation
The Display Operation, denoted by Display(nodetype), is used in constructing the GS based on the projec-
tion operator. Its main objective is to remove a specific DN from a common relation in the data graph. The
nodetype parameter specifies the type of node to be projected or displayed in the summary. In other words,
the display operation is used to generate a SN that captures only the relevant information from a larger set
of data nodes.

Algorithm 2: Display Operation (Same NodeType)
Input : DG
Output: GS

1 Create an empty set of Summary Nodes SN and an empty set of Operations O
2 Identify important nodes in DG that have a large number of connections or are in the center of the graph
3 Group the identified nodes into a node grouping DG’(DN): dn1, dn2, ..., dnm

4 foreach DG’i in DG’ do
5 Create a Summary Node SN(GSj) and assign it an unique identifier j
6 end
7 foreach DNj in DN(DGi) do
8 assign it to SN(GSj) r
9 end

10 foreach dni, dnj in DG do
11 if i=j and sni, snj belong to both DG’i and SGj then
12
13 end
14 Then connect them with an edge in GS
15 end
16 Return Gs= (DG’, SN, O, S)

The following pseudocode outlines the steps for creating a graph summary GS from an input DG. Firstly,
an empty set of Summary Nodes SN and Operations O is created. Then, significant nodes in the input
DG are identified based on their number of connections or centrality and grouped into a node grouping
DG’(DN).For each DG’i in DG’, a Summary Node SN(GSj) is created and assigned a unique identifier j.
Each DNj in DN(DGi) is then assigned to SN(GSj). For each dni, dnj in DG, if i=j and sni, snj belong to both
DG’i and SGj, they are connected with an edge in GS. Finally, the algorithm defines Operations O that can
be used to generate the Summary Nodes SN to satisfy user needs, such as display, filtering, transformation,
and calculation.

Algorithm 3: Display Operation (Multiple Node Type)
Input : DG
Output: GS

1 foreach DNj in DN(DGi) do
2 Define the join operation as ▷◁:
3 DG x DG x cond → G’s(dn1, dn2, condj) → dn1, dn2, condj
4 Select data nodes based on the condition Let dn1 be the selected data node where dn1∈ data nodes DN and

dn1, dn2, dn3, .., dnn(dn2∈ DN dn1, dn2, ..., dnm)
5 Select meta data based on the condition:

Let md1 be the selected meta data where:
MD ∈ data nodes
DN= dn1,dn2,dn3,...,dnn ∨ (md1 ∈ DN= dn1,dn2,...,dnm)
Let MD be the data node where MD is the meta data of dn1
or (md2∈ nodetype | MD = acquisition time md1, md2, ...,mdn∈ DG)
Let r1 be the selected relation where r ∈ DR ∨ (n2 ∈ O r1 ∈ R(r2∈ o | r = r1,r2,...,rn∈ DG)∧, o, G’s

6 end
7 Return GS=(DG’, SN, O,S)

This algorithm 3 takes as input a graph DG and outputs a graph GS. It first defines the join operation as
and then iterates over each DNj in DN(DGi) to select data nodes and metadata based on certain conditions.
For each selected data node dn1, it selects metadata md1 such that MD is either in the data nodes DN=
dn1, dn2, ..., dnm or MD is the metadata of dn1 or MD is in nodetype and equals acquisition time md1,
md2, ..., mdn in DG. The algorithm then selects the relation r1 such that r1 is in DR or r1 is in R(r2∈ o | r
= r1,r2,...,rn∈ DG), and o and G’s are determined.
Finally, the algorithm returns GS= (DG’, SN, O, S) where DG’ contains tuples (dn1, dn2, condj, md1, r1),
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SN contains tuples (dn1, dn2, condj), O contains tuples (r1, o), and S contains tuples (md1, GS’).
Definition 7: Filtering Operation The filtering operation is an operator that selects a subset of nodes
from a DG based on a selection predicate or criterion, which produces a GS. The filtering operation uses
a selection predicate to determine which nodes in the DG should be included in the GS. The predicate, or
selection criterion, can take on various forms, including a combination of node type, attribute, and relation.
In other words, the valid selection criteria can be represented as a condition that specifies the node types,
attributes, and relations that should be included in the GS.

Algorithm 4: Filtering Operation ( For Same or Multiple Data Node)
Input : DG
Output: GS

1 Initialize an empty set of selected attributes, MD_set. foreach Data Node DN ∈ DG do
2 if ( DN ∈ MDN) then
3 foreach mdi ∈ MD(dn) do
4 if ((mdi) ∈ the set of valid selection criteria cond) then
5 Add mdi to the set of selected MD_set

6 end
7 end
8 if (G’s is a supernode) then
9 foreach metadata node md ∈ G’s do

10 end
11 if (mdi ∈ MD(DN)) then
12 Add mdi to the set of selected attributes, MD_set
13 foreach dN in DG do
14 foreach mdi ∈ MD(DN) such that MDi is MDi-compatible do

// MDi-compatible refers to a grouping ϕ that satisfies the condition that for every data node dni in
DN, if ϕ(dni) = ϕ(dnj,G’s)

15 if (MDi ∈ thesetofselectedattributes) then
16 Add the corresponding metadata node mdi(G’s) to the summary graph GS.
17 end
18 end
19 foreach mdi∈a in MD(dN) such that mdi ∈ set of selected MD do
20 Add the corresponding metadata node mdi(G’s) to the GS
21 end
22

The Filtering Operation algorithm takes as input a data graph (DG) and outputs a graph summary (GS) by
selecting relevant attributes for each data node. The algorithm starts by initializing an empty set of selected
attributes, MD Set. For each data node DN in DG, if DN is in the set of multiple data nodes (MD), then
the algorithm selects metadata nodes (mdi) that satisfy the set of valid selection criteria (cond) and adds
them to the set of selected MD Set. If G’s is a supernode, the algorithm selects metadata nodes from the set
of selected attributes (MD Set) and adds them to the summary graph GS.
Definition 8: Transformate Operation A Transformation Function consists of transforming numerical
data into graphical or tabular format. This type of transformation function involve a variety of mathematical
or statistical operations allowing to manipulate and analyze numerical data in meaningful ways.

Algorithm 5: Transformation operation
Input : DN=numerical node
Output: SN=( numerical node, graphical, or table),GS
Local Variables: Operator(o) = calculmax, calculmin, orcalculavg

1 if (DN ∈ numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn in DG o .
= calculmax) then

2 Calculate the maximum value of the nodes: maxVal .
= max(dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn)

3 Create a new supernode sn ⊆
4 SN(Gs) .

= DN(numericnode; dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn) ⊆ DG
5 o .

= maxVal
6 Return Gs
7 if (DN ∈ of numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn ⊆ DG and o .

= calculmin) then
8 Calculate the minimum value of the nodes: minval .= min(dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn)
9 Create a new supernode Sn ∈ Gs

10 SN(Gs) .
= DN(numericnode; dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn) DG

11 o .
= minVal

12 Return G’s
13 if ( DN of numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3,..., dnn in DG and o is calculavg) then
14 Calculate the average value of the nodes: avgVal .

= average(dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn) Create a new supernode sn ∈ Gs,
SN(Gs) .

= DN(dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn) of DG and the average value avgVal
15 Return Gs if (DN ⊆ set of numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn ∈ DG and o is a statistic operator) then
16 Calculate the statistical data of the nodes (e.g. standard deviation, variance
17 Create a new supernode sn ∈ SN(G’s) .

= table(G’s) of DG and the calculated statistical data
18 Return Gs
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Algorithm 5 represents the transformation operation. The input to this algorithm is a data node, and the
output is a supernode, which can be in the form of a numerical node, a graphical representation, or a table.
The local variable ’Operator(o)’ is either ’calculmax’, ’calculmin’, ’calculavg’, or a statistical operator. If the
numerical node is one of the numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn in the data graph DG, and the opera-
tor is ’calculmax’, the algorithm calculates the maximum value of the nodes and creates a new supernode
containing the numerical node and the maximum value. The algorithm then returns the supernode. If the
numerical node is one of the numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn in the data graph DG, and the opera-
tor is ’calculmin’, the algorithm calculates the minimum value of the nodes and creates a new supernode
containing the numerical node and the minimum value. The algorithm then returns the supernode. If the
numerical node is one of the numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn in the data graph DG, and the operator is
’calculavg’, the algorithm calculates the average value of the nodes and creates a new supernode containing
the numerical node and the average value. The algorithm then returns the supernode. If the numerical node
is a set of numeric nodes dn1, dn2, dn3, ..., dnn in the data graph DG, and the operator is a statistical
operator, the algorithm calculates the statistical data of the nodes (e.g., standard deviation, variance) and
creates a new supernode containing the table of the data graph and the calculated statistical data. The
algorithm then returns the supernode. If the numerical node is a single numerical node, and the operator
is a statistical operator, the algorithm calculates the statistical data of the node (e.g., standard deviation,
variance) and creates a new supernode containing the graphical representation of the data graph and the
calculated statistical data. The algorithm then returns the supernode.
Definition 9: Calculation operation
The Calculation operation is intended to perform mathematical computations on one or multiple DN. It
involves various mathematical operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, exponent, and
remainder. Two inputs are needed for each operation, and the requirements of inputs vary depending on the
type of mathematical operation being performed. For instance, Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, and Re-
mainder nodes can accept numeric values or certain time-based values as inputs, while Exponent operations
only accept numeric values. Only one output is produced by each operation, representing the outcome of the
mathematical calculation performed on the input data node. It is important to note that these calculations
can only be carried out on numerical data nodes

Algorithm 6: Calculation Operation (Numerical Node)
Input : DN
Output: SN
Local Variables: o, F irstV al, SecondV al

1 SN = ∅
2 if (DN.FirstVal ∈ R and DN.SecondVal ∈ R) then
3 if (O == +) then
4 SN = DN.FirstVal + DN.SecondVal
5 else if (O == −) then
6 SN = DN.FirstVal − DN.SecondVal
7 else if (O == ∗) then
8 SN = DN.FirstVal ∗ DN.SecondVal
9 else if (O == /) then

10 SN = DN.FirstVal/DN.SecondVal
11 else if (O == %) then
12 SN = DN.FirstVal%DN.SecondVal
13 else if (O ==) then
14 SN = DN.FirstValDN.SecondVal

// If the operator is not any of the above, return an error message indicating that the operator is not
supported.

15 Return SN

Algorithm 6 describes the Calculation Operation algorithm for numerical nodes. It takes a numerical DN
as input and produces a supernode SN as output. The algorithm is based on various mathematical operations
such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, exponent, and remainder. These operations can only
be performed on numerical data nodes. The algorithm begins by initializing the supernode SN to an empty
set. It then checks if both FirstVal and SecondVal of the input DN are real numbers. If so, the algorithm
proceeds to check the operator O. If the operator is addition (+), then the algorithm calculates the sum
of the FirstVal and SecondVal and stores it in SN. Similarly, if the operator is subtraction, multiplication,
division, exponentiation, or remainder, the algorithm performs the corresponding mathematical operation on
the FirstVal and SecondVal and stores the result in SN. If the operator is not any of the above, the algorithm
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returns an error message indicating that the operator is not supported. Finally, the algorithm returns the
supernode SN as output.

8 Summary Versioning Process

Definition 9: Summary Versioning
Summary Versioning is a process of creating and maintaining different versions or snapshots of a graph
Summary at different points in time, allowing users to track and analyze changes to the DG over time. This
process can help to identify trends, patterns, and inconsistencies in the data, as well as to undo any mistakes
made during the editing process. Formally, a history H is a sequence of one or more quadruplets representing
versions of the graph summary, defined as:

V_Gs= (DG, O, V, tn)

where :
DG: is the original Data Graph input
O: is the Operator used for the summarization process
V: is the sequence of graph summary versions
tn: is the history of the last version of the graph summary at time t, where t is any point in the sequence of
time intervals of the history.

This means that for each new version of the GS, a new timestamp is added to the history. The history
provides a record of all the changes made to the GS over time, allowing for a better understanding of its evo-
lution. The VGs component captures the differences between the different versions of the GS. The versioning
process in our approach involves keeping track of all the changes made to the graph summary over time,
and representing each version as a sequence of changes captured in the VGs component. By maintaining a
history of graph summary versions, users can easily access and compare previous versions, as well as track
changes and monitor the evolution of the data over time.

Algorithm 7: Summary Versioning Process
Input : DG:original Data Graph
Output: v_GS: GraphSummaryversionwithhistory
Local Variables: Operator(o), t : Currenttimestamp,H

1 Initialize an empty list H to store the history of graph summary versions
2 Initialize an empty list V to store the sequence of graph summary versions
3 Create the initial version of the graph summary GS using the Operator O and the original Data Graph DG
4 Add the initial version to V
5 Create a quadruplet V _Gs = (DG,O, V, t) representing the current version of the graph summary
6 Add V _Gs to H

// Repeat the following steps as needed
7 Make changes to the original Data Graph DG.
8 Create a new version of the graph summary GS using the Operator O and the updated Data Graph DG
9 Add the new version to V

10 Update the current timestamp
11 Create a new quadrupletV _Gs = (DG,O, V, t) representing the current version of the graph summary
12 Add V _Gs to H.
13 Return the final V _Gs with the history of graph summary versions.

This algorithm initializes an empty list H to store the history of graph summary versions and an empty list
V to store the sequence of graph summary versions. It then creates the initial version of the graph summary
GS using the Operator O and the original Data Graph DG, adds the initial version to V, and creates a
quadruplet V _Gs representing the current version of the graph summary. This quadruplet is added to H.
The algorithm then makes changes to the original Data Graph DG, creates a new version of the graph
summary GS using the Operator O and the updated Data Graph DG, and adds the new version to V. It
also updates the current timestamp and creates a new quadruplet V _Gs representing the current version of
the graph summary, which is added to H. Finally, the algorithm returns the final V _Gs with the history of
graph summary versions.
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Fig. 3. Proposed technical Architecture oriented services of our system

9 Experimentation

9.1 Implemented Scenario description

To validate our proposed approach, we tested it on Type 2 Diabetes Monitoring system (T2DM system)
Monitoring scenario presented in Section 2 to show how our approach intends to overcome scenario limits
mentioned in this study. For our implementation, we developed an Angular-Python Framework called DG-
sum that implements the services described in this paper. The motivating scenario presented in section 2
was used as a prototype for our implementation, and we utilized a diverse dataset that focused on preg-
nant women with diabetes. The experimental protocol aims to tackle the difficulty of managing diverse and
heterogeneous data from various sources, including medical devices, by providing GP with effective tools to
interpret the data according to their specific requirements. To achieve this goal, the protocol entails inte-
grating heterogenous data and medical devices to improve interoperability and enforce data standardization.
Furthermore, it involves developing advanced data management and real time analysis tools that can handle
the massive amount of ambiguous data. Our evaluation design was based on the implemented scenario in
a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 3 as an evolution of the Component Based Architecture, Interface
Based Design (Object Oriented), and Distributed Systems. SOA provides a simple and scalable paradigm
for organizing large networks of systems that require interoperability to realize the value inherent in the
individual components. By minimizing trust assumptions that are often implicitly made in smaller scale
systems, SOA is scalable and manageable. As architects using SOA principles, we are better equipped to
develop systems that are scalable and manageable.

9.2 Experimental Protocol

Experimental Objectives

– Objective 1: Qualitative Evaluation To evaluate the usability and user experience of the DGsum
system and its impact on data analysis for healthcare professionals. This protocol involved GP with
experience in data analysis and diabetes management, who was asked to perform specific tasks using the
DGsum system, such as creating and visualizing a data graph or summarizing data based on a specific
query. Participants was asked to provide feedback on the ease of use of the system, the usefulness of
the tools provided, and their overall satisfaction with the system. The data collected from this protocol
helped to identify any usability issues and inform future improvements to our system.

– Objective 2: Quantitative Evaluation To evaluate the effectiveness of the DGsum system in improv-
ing patient outcomes in pregnant women with diabetes, we evaluated the performance of our algorithms
in terms of runtime, coverage, and loss of information of answers to queries on data graphs and graph
summaries. We also conducted user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of the system in supporting the
task of analyzing patient health records.
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Dataset The dataset for pregnant women with diabetes contains various types of health data, including
demographic information such as age, gender, and race, as well as medical history, surgical history, family
history, and medication lists. The dataset also includes numerical data such as blood sugar levels, tempera-
ture, blood pressure, and BMI, which provide important information about the patient’s diabetic condition.
In addition to these simple numerical data, the dataset also contains complex data in the form of an ECG
recording, Xray image, ultrasound image, MRI scan, blood test results, urine test results, and a symptoms
diary. These data provide more detailed and specific information about the patient’s health status and can
be used to track their progress over time. Overall, the dataset provides a comprehensive view of the patient’s
health, which can be used by healthcare providers to inform their care and treatment plan. The combination
of simple numerical data and complex data allows for a more complete understanding of the patient’s health,
enabling healthcare providers to make informed decisions about their care.

Participants The experiment are conducted with a group of healthcare professionals, including general
practitioners and medical specialists. The participants should have basic knowledge and experience in inter-
preting medical data.

Procedure

– Participants were given a brief introduction to the DGsum system and the scenario presented in section
2 of the paper.

– Participants were provided access to the system and dataset, and they were asked to create a data graph
that summarizes the health data of a pregnant woman with diabetes.

– Participants were asked to visualize the data graph and perform various operations, such as filtering,
sorting, and grouping.

– Participants were asked to interpret the data and identify any potential health risks or concerns
– The participants were timed during the experiment, and their progress was recorded.
– After the experiment, participants were asked to provide feedback on the usability and effectiveness of

the system, as well as any suggestions for improvement.

Data Analysis

– The time taken by the participants to create the data graph and perform the required operations was
recorded and analyzed

– The accuracy and completeness of the data graph created by the participants was assessed.
– The feedback provided by the participants was analyzed and used to improve the system.

Expected outcomes

– The experimental protocol aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of the DGsum system in managing diverse
and heterogeneous data from various sources

– The results of the experiment were analyzed to gain insights into the usability and effectiveness of the
system and its potential to enhance patient care

– The feedback provided by the participants was analyzed and used to improve the system and make it
more user-friendly and effective

Graphs generation

– Data Graph Generation To conduct an experimentation with the scenario presented in section 2, we
have generated the DG of the pregnant women with diabetes. The generated DG includes:

• Data Nodes (DN):
∗ Demographics Data: represents demographic data about the patient, such as her age, gender,

race, and other relevant information.
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∗ Medical History: represents previous medical conditions, surgeries, and procedures they she un-
dergone, as well as allergies, history may include details about the patient’s lifestyle habits, such
as smoking or alcohol consumption, which could impact her overall health.

∗ Surgical History: represents information about the surgical procedures that the patient has under-
gone in the past, including the date of the procedure, the name of the procedure, the surgeon who
performed it, and any relevant details about the procedure, such as complications or outcomes.
It also includes information about anesthesia and post-operative care.

∗ Family History: represents the patient’s family medical history, including any relevant genetic or
hereditary conditions.

∗ Medication Lists: represents a list of medications the patient is currently taking, including dosages
and frequencies.

∗ Blood Sugar Levels: represents the patient’s blood sugar levels, which are a key indicator of his
diabetic condition.

∗ Temperature: represents the patient’s body temperature
∗ Blood Pressure: represents simple numerical data about the patient’s blood pressure.
∗ BMI: represents simple numerical data about the patient’s body mass index.
∗ Electrocardiogram (ECG): represents complex data in the form of an ECG recording.
∗ Xray: represents complex data in the form of an Xray image.
∗ Ultrasound: represents complex data in the form of an ultrasound image.
∗ Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): represents complex data in the form of an MRI scan.
∗ Blood Test Results: represents complex data in the form of blood test results, including various

numerical and textual data points.
∗ Urine Test Results: represents complex data in the form of urine test results, including various

numerical and textual data points.
∗ Symptoms Diary: represents complex data in the form of a diary of the patient’s symptoms and

his severity over time.

• Relations (R):
Here are all relationships with corresponding labels between the different DN:

∗ "hasRecentBloodSugarLevel": Demographics Data→Blood Sugar Levels
∗ "has RecentBodyTemperature": Demographics Data→ Temperature
∗ "hasRecentBloodPressure": Demographics Data→Blood Pressure
∗ "hasRecentBMI": Demographics Data→hasRecentBMI
∗ "hasSurgicalHistory": Medical History → Surgical Histories
∗ "has PastMedicationList": Medical History →Medication Lists
∗ "hasPastbloodTestResult": Medical History→ Blood Test Results
∗ "hasPastUrineTestResult": Medical History → Urine Test Results
∗ "hasSymptomsDiary": Medical History → Symptoms Diary
∗ "has ECG": Medical History → Electrocardiogram
∗ "has Xray": Medical History → Ultrasound
∗ "has MRI": Medical History → Magnetic Resonance Imaging
∗ "hasSurgicalMedicationList": Surgical Histories → Medication Lists
∗ "has SurgicalBloodTestResult": Surgical Histories →Blood Test Results
∗ "haSurgicalUrineTestResult": Surgical Histories → Urine Test Results
∗ "hasMedicationBloodTestResult": Medication Lists→Blood Test Results
∗ "hasMedicationUrineTestResult": Medication Lists→Urine Test Results
∗ "hasBloodUrineTest": : Blood Test Results → Urine Test Results

We generated in figure 4 the Data Graph (DG) for the pregnant woman with diabetes as described in the
motivating scenario in section 2. The DG includes both simple and complex DN that provide information
about her health condition. Simple DNs, such as demographic data, blood pressure, and body mass index,
represent numerical or basic information. Meanwhile, complex DNs, such as ECG recordings, X_ray and
ultrasound images, and MRI scans, contain more intricate data that require specialized interpretation. To
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depict the relationships between the different DNs, relations (R) were established for example, "hasRecent-
BloodSugarLevel" connects Demographics Data to Blood Sugar Levels DN. Other relationships connect
simple DNs, such as blood sugar levels and temperature, to the Demographics DN. Other relationships link
medical history to surgical history, medication lists, blood and urine test results, and symptoms diary. These
connections between DNs help to provide a comprehensive view of the patient’s health data and enable the
identification of potential health risks or concerns.

Fig. 4. The DG related to the pregnant women

Graph Summary Generation Table 4 presents the different types of queries that we will be using to
extract and analyze the patient’s medical data. These queries include transformation queries, which extract
specific data points and present them in a certain way, calculation queries, which perform calculations on the
extracted data, filtering queries, which narrow down the data based on certain criteria, and display queries,
which present the data in an easy−to−understand format. By using these queries, we aim to generate
comprehensive summaries of the patient’s medical history and progress, which will inform their treatment
plan.

Table 4: Querie types for graph summary generation

Operation Query Description

(1) Transformation

Query for blood sugar levels
over time(Q1.1)

This query aims to extract the blood sugar levels and create
a line chart to show how the levels have changed over time

Query for blood and urine test results
(Q1.2)

This query aims to extract the numerical and textual data
points and create a table to show results for each test.

Query for symptoms diary
(Q1.3)

This query aims to extract the medication names
and create a chart to show haw the symptoms have
changed over time.

Query for medication usage
(Q1.4)

This query aims to extract the symptom description
and severities and create a line chart to show how
the symptoms have been prescribed.

Query for surgical history
(Q1.5)

This query aims to extract the surgical procedures
and their dates and create a timeline to show when
each procedure was performed

Query for family history
(Q1.6)

This query aims to extract the relevant data
and create a table to show which conditions are present
in the patient’s family history
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(2)Calculation

Calculate the correlation coefficient
between blood sugar and BM
(Q2.1)

This query aims to extract the blood sugar levels
and BMI values and calculate the correlation
coefficient between the two varaiables

Calculate the percentage
change in blood pressure
(Q2.2)

This query aims to extract the blood pressure
values from the Blood Pressure DN and calculate
the percentage change from the previous reading.

Calculate the average
frequency of symptoms
(Q2.3)

This query aims to extract the symptom data from
the Symptoms Diary DN and calculate the average
frequency of each symptom over a specified time
period

(3) Filtering

Filter The MRI scans by body part
and data range(Q3.1)

This query aims to extract the relevant MRI scan data
and filter them to display only those for a specific body part
and taken within a specified date range

Filter the blood sugar levels
by time of day (Q3.2)

This query aims to extract the blood sugar levels
based on the time of day.

Filter the medical records
by data range (Q3.3)

This query aims to retrieve relevant medical
information within a designated date interval.

Filter the symptoms diary
by severity(Q3.4)

This query aims to extract the relevant MRI scan data
and filter them to display only those for a specific blood part
and taken within a specified date rang

(4) Dispaly

Display the Patient’ s information
(Q4.1)

This query would display the patient’s demographics data,
blood sugar levels, and symptoms diary

Dispaly the medical list
(Q4.2) This query aims to display all the medication lists.

Display the blood test result
(Q4.3)

This query aims to display the blood test result for
the pregnant women with diabetes

Display the ultrasound images
(Q4.4)

This query aims to display the ultrasound images
for the pregnant women with diabetes that were taken
during the second trimester.

Dispaly the surgical History
(Q4.5)

This query aims to display the patient’s surgical history,
including the name of the surgery, the date it was performed,
and the name of the surgeon.

We have provided some examples of queries that utilize the graph summary (GS) results to visualize
the output. As shown in Figure 6, a doctor may request to visualize a patient’s information, which falls
under the category of display queries. On the other hand, Figure5 depicts a graph that displays various data
nodes filtered based on their connection to surgical histories. This graph is likely generated as a result of a
query requested by a GP and falls under the category of filtering queries. Figure 6 depicts a user requesting
the summarization and visualization of numerical data nodes related to temperature measurements. The
doctor would be able to interpret the curve represented by the variation in temperature. On the other hand,
Figure 5 shows a query that involves extracting numerical data nodes related to temperature measures, and
calculating the maximum, minimum, and average values of this measure. This query would enable the doctor
to analyze and understand the patient’s health condition in relation to the given measure. These results fall
under the category of calculation operation queries. 8 illustrate the query that synthesis a specific type of
date like an image during a specific periode.

10 Evaluation

10.1 Qualitative Evaluation

Evaluation Scenario
Ten participants were instructed to complete several tasks using the our system, including creating and
customizing data graphs, summarizing data based on specific queries, and exporting data graphs in various
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Fig. 5. Generating Summary Graph for query (Q3.3)
Fig. 6. Generating Summary Graph for query (Q2.3)

Fig. 7. Generating Summary Graph for query (Q1.3))
Fig. 8. Generating Summary Graph for query (Q4.3)

formats. Following this, we conducted individual interviews with participants to obtain qualitative feed-
back on their experience using the system. Additionally, we administered a survey to gather feedback on
participant satisfaction, ease of use, and suggestions for improvement. During the interviews, we utilized
open-ended questions such as "How satisfied were you with your experience using the DGsumm system?"
and "Did you find the data summarization feature useful? Why or why not?" to encourage participants to
provide detailed feedback and express their thoughts and opinions. These were just a few examples of the
questions asked, but the goal was to allow participants to share their experiences freely. The interview and
survey data were analyzed to identify common themes and areas for improvement. Participants’ behavior
during the tasks was also observed, and any usability issues or roadblocks encountered were noted. The data
analysis results were compiled into a comprehensive evaluation report, which included recommendations for
improving the DGsmm system based on participant feedback and observations. Finally, based on the evalu-
ation report, recommended improvements were implemented to enhance the DGsum system’s usability and
user experience.

Evaluation Report After analyzing the data, we identified the following common themes:

– Overall Satisfaction: All participants reported a high level of satisfaction with the system. They appre-
ciated the ease of use of the tools provided and found the system to be intuitive and user-friendly.

– Ease of Use: Participants praised the system’s easy-to-use interface, which allowed them to create and
visualize data graphs quickly. They also found the summarization tool to be helpful in summarizing large
data sets.

– Suggestions for Improvement: Participants suggested several areas for improvement, including the need
for more customization options for visualizations, the ability to export data graphs in various formats,
and the addition of more advanced analysis tools.
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Based on this feedback, we identified several areas for improvement, such as expanding customization options
and adding more advanced analysis tools. We also plan to implement the ability to export data graphs in
various formats to address a common suggestion for improvement.

10.2 Quantitative Evaluation

Evaluation metrics and results In the field of graph summarization, the evaluation metrics remain a
challenge, and multiple metrics can be employed to assess the quality of graph summarization, depending on
the specific objectives of each task. Evaluating the quality of a graph summary may require using multiple
metrics to evaluate both the structure and content.In our work we used three metrics, include:

– Calculation time: Measures the speed at which the graph summary method can produce a result for
a given input data graph.

– Loss of information: Measures the number of nodes and relation in original graph that are preserved
in the summary result.

Fig. 9. Loss information behavior during Display op-
eration

Fig. 10. Loss information behavior during filtering op-
eration

Fig. 11. Loss information behavior duringTransfor-
mation operation

Fig. 12. Loss information behavior during Calculation
operation

Discussion
The objective of the initial evaluation was to confirm the extent of information loss that occurred during the
summarization process. The tests indicated that the degree of information loss in the graph summary was
minimal when compared to the original data graph and was dependent on the query objective

Table 5: Table of query input and output

Operation Query DN source Output

(1) Transformation

Q1.1 Blood sugar level Image (line chart)
Q1.2 Blood test result and Urine result Table
Q1.3 Symptoms Diary Image
Q1.4 Medication list Image
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Q1.5 Surgical history Image (timeline)
Q1.6 Family history Table

(2) Calculation
Q2.1 Blood sugar Level and BMI Numeric (correlation value)
Q2.2 Blood presure Numeric (percentage value)
Q2.3 Symptom Diary Numeric (average value)

(3) Filtering

Q3.1 Blood sugar level Numeric
Q3.2 Medical Data Text
Q3.3 Symptom Diary Text
Q3.4 MRI Image

(4) Dispaly

Q4.1 EHR Text
Q4.2 EHR Numeric
Q4.3 EHR Image
Q4.4 EHR Text
Q4.5 EHR Graphical

The information loss resulting from the transformation operation is shown in Figure 11. The results
indicate that Query (Q1.3) experiences the highest degree of information loss with 0.12, followed by Query 6
with a loss of 0.11 percent. Query(Q1.1) and Query Q1.4) both exhibit moderate information loss with 0.085
and 0.07, respectively. The query with the lowest information loss is Query(Q1.2), with a value of 0.063.
Regarding the second category Display operation shown in Figure 9, it is worth noting that query (Q4.4)
had the highest information loss. This is because the objective of this query was to analyze three concepts:
demographics data, blood sugar levels, and symptoms diary, and to display only the relevant information
in the summary. Moving on to the third category Filtering operation shown in Figure 10, we observed that
queries(Q3.2) and (Q3.4) had the highest information loss. This can be attributed to the fact that the
filtering operation based on a specified date range may not capture important context or details that are
relevant to the medical records, and therefore more data might be lost. Finally, in the last category, i.e.,
Calculating operation shown in Figure 12, we found that queries(Q2.2) and (Q2.3) had more information
loss than query(Q2.1). While synthesizing the percentage or the average may be relevant for visualizing and
interpreting the results, there is no guarantee that information loss will not occur.

Fig. 13. Run Time behavior during Filtering opera-
tion

Fig. 14. Run Time behavior during Calculation oper-
ation

In the second metric, we analyzed the run time of various queries for different types of operations per-
formed on the graph summary. We categorized the operations into four categories: filtering, calculation,
transformation, and display.
In the filtering category, as shown in Figure 13, query (Q3.4) took the most time (28ms) to generate the
result, while queries (Q3.1) and (Q3.3) took approximately the same amount of time. This order is because
filtering by body part and date range and filtering medical records by date range involve a large amount of
data and require complex queries involving multiple data sources.
In the calculation category, as shown in Figure 14, query(Q2.3) took the most time (21ms) because calcu-
lating the correlation coefficient involves a more complex statistical calculation than the other two queries.
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Fig. 15. Run Time behavior during Transformation
operation) Fig. 16. Run Time behavior during Display operation

Calculating the average frequency of symptoms also involves some complexity, as it requires aggregating and
analyzing a large amount of symptom data, which took 15ms. Query (Q2.2) is the least complex of the three
queries, taking only 10ms.
In the display category, as shown in Figure 16, we analyzed five queries. Query (Q4.1) took the most time,
as it involves extracting and joining data from multiple DNs, such as demographics data, blood sugar levels,
and symptoms diary, which could take more time to execute. Query(Q4.2) involves retrieving and displaying
large files of ultrasound images, which could take more time to load and display compared to other types of
data. Query (Q4.3) focuses on filtering based on multiple criteria, which could also take significant time to
execute. Query (Q4.4) involves simply displaying data from the Medication Lists DN, which is likely to be
relatively quick to execute compared to the other queries.
In the transformation category, as shown in Figure 15, we found that query (Q1.6) took the most time
(28ms). The result of this query is creating a table that shows which conditions are present in the patient.
This would likely be the most time-consuming query, as it involves sorting through potentially large amounts
of data and compiling it into a table. Query (Q1.1) aims to extract blood sugar levels from the Blood Sugar
Levels DN and create a line chart that shows how the levels have changed over time. While this query may
still take some time to summarize due to the need to process and plot the data, it may be quicker than the
other queries due to the relatively narrow focus of the data extraction.
Overall, the run time of the queries varied depending on the type of operation performed and the complexity
of the query.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we extensively studied utility-driven data graph modeling and graph summarization and made
several innovative contributions. Using user queries, we introduced two new lossless graph summaries: a
structured one and a content-based one. Furthermore, we illustrated our approach by integrating the pro-
posed data graph formalism into heterogeneous input data. We proposed several primary operations for the
summarization process and conducted experiments to design a lossy summarization algorithm based on two
metrics: running time and information loss. The aim was to validate our proposed scenario for the medical
domain.

The perspectives of this work are promising. The DGsumm system has shown to be effective in summariz-
ing heterogeneous data graphs while maintaining a low degree of information loss. The qualitative evaluation
feedback has provided valuable insights into the user experience and suggestions for improvements that could
be implemented in future iterations of the system. The quantitative evaluation metrics have demonstrated
the system’s capacity to handle user queries and generate graph summaries in a timely manner. The DG-
summ system has the potential to be applied in various domains, including finance, healthcare, and social
media, where large and complex data graphs are prevalent. Future work could involve expanding the sys-
tem’s capabilities to handle more complex queries and provide more advanced analysis tools. Additionally,
integrating machine learning algorithms could improve the system’s ability to personalize summarization
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based on individual user preferences. Overall, the DGsumm system has shown to be a promising approach
for personalized summarization of heterogeneous data graphs with potential for further development and
applications.
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